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42kg+/- 1 kgMotorized Armchair Maximum lifting capacity Cycles:30.000 Warranty

ROCKY180 
LIFT M4 ZERO GRAVITY
Code PR08165

MAX
180kg

400lbs Different sizes available 

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

560

600

650

700

Positions:

Optional

LiftTVClosed Lunch

Full Relax Tilting 0 gravityPosition: 0 gravity

Benefit: The KEYMOTION mechanisms are entirely manufactured 
in Italy, from raw material, processing, assembly and final testing. The 
ROCKY 180 lift M4 zero gravity is a mechanism designed to accompany 
in everyday life the person most in need, increasing the classic standard 
functions (closed, TV, Full relax), with others aimed at a specific use/ 
time of the day. What distinguishes the ROCKY180 from the others 
in the sector is the “0 gravity” position, “Lunch”, and the “Tilting” 
movement. The “0 gravity” position further amplifies the comfort you 
have in the “full relax” position. In addition, thanks to this additional 
inclination that aligns the legs to the heart, blood circulation is also 

improved. The position “Lunch” instead meets a specific need for the needy 
user that is to provide the right help in facing, sitting at the table, the time 
of meals. A first lifting of the padded parallel to the ground, followed by an 
inclination of 5°. of the structure allow the user to cope with the time of 
meals in complete safety and tranquility. The “Tilting” movements allows 
the user to “swing” the seat and back in a synchronized way deciding 
whether to bring the legs above the head or vice versa, “creating” infinite 
positions and giving maximum comfort. This line of products has among the 
options the electric cart that installed on the chair, allows you to move the 
latter with the person sitting; so you can transport it comfortably.
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